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Background 
 
The asset allocations and fund selections are reviewed formally on a quarterly basis.  This Quarterly 
Review documents the review that has taken place and any changes resulting from it. 
 
As Nucleus is the main platform used, all funds selected will be checked for availability on this 
platform. 
 
To put this review in context, it should be read in conjunction with our investment bulletin issued 
earlier in the month. 
 

Quarterly Market Commentary 
 
Political events were prominent in the second quarter once again with both France and the UK 
heading to the polls. Investors looked for reassurance and France saw a similar result to the 
Netherlands, with populism not gaining further traction. German elections are due to take place 
later this year (September) with a possibility of Italian elections as well, but for the time being 
Europe has allayed investors’ fears. In comparison, in the UK Theresa May’s decision to call a ‘snap’ 
general election to strengthen her mandate (a campaign focused on a strong and stable 
government) somewhat backfired.  
 
Equity markets in the main during the quarter delivered positive returns for sterling investors with 
the exception being the US, where currency movements influenced returns. ‘Growth’ stocks saw 
positive returns in the UK, US, Japan and Europe with ‘value’ only delivering positive returns in the 
UK and Europe, all in sterling terms. This was a continuation of the outperformance of ‘growth’ 
stocks from the first quarter of 2017.  
 
UK growth, although positive, disappointed to the downside which was primarily blamed price 
increases following the EU-referendum hitting consumer spending. European economic data 
announced in the quarter continued to show positive growth, with PMI data still in expansion 
territory, unemployment falling and inflation still in the economy. This should bode well for equities, 
especially now some of the political uncertainty has been resolved in the region.  
 
The Federal Reserve interest rate rise in June was, as in March, widely expected and as such had 
little effect on markets. Politically there has been little policy progress made between President 
Trump and Congress.  The US equity market finished the quarter in positive territory when measured 
in base currency, although in sterling the returns were negative. 
 
The weakening US dollar in the quarter, coupled with President Trump’s continuing inability to 
deliver policy objectives, benefitted Asia and emerging markets as returns were broadly positive. 
Declines in commodity prices, most notably oil, have been generally positive, although this has 
resulted in losers as well as winners. The myriad of performances highlights the individuality of the 
countries in these asset classes.  
 
Fixed income markets were lacklustre in the quarter as the asset class continued to perplex investors 
with negative returns in the main, and currency hedged holdings delivering slight positive returns. 
Ten-year government bond yields, in both the UK and US, spiked upwards at the end of the quarter, 
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potentially signalling a shift in the cycle. Further price weakness could be seen in government bonds 
over the next 12 months as traditionally ten-year yields should be around nominal GDP levels.  
 
Property has seen little change with income being the driver of returns as opposed to capital 
appreciation. Sterling weakness has encouraged overseas investors which has, to some extent, 
countered the possibility of regions and sectors that have experienced the greatest gains declining. 
 

Comparative Performance - Benchmarks 
 
Each of the portfolios has a composite benchmark for performance comparison purposes whose 
underlying constituents represent the sector averages for each fund selected within the portfolio 
(e.g. UK Gilt for Allianz UK Gilt, UK All Companies for JOHCM UK Opportunities etc.)   
 

Strategic Asset Allocations 
 
We made some changes to the high level asset allocations in the October 2016 quarterly review and 
we are not proposing any further changes at this time. 
 
Below are the strategic asset allocations that became effective from 1st November: 
 

 
 

Growth Portfolios 
 
Performance of the Growth portfolios during the quarter was a little disappointing, as only the two 
higher risk portfolios outperformed their composite benchmark, although the levels of 
underperformance from the others were relatively small.  The highest risk portfolio produced the 
highest absolute return. 
 
The table below shows the asset allocations of the Growth model portfolios, as at the end of June 
2017: 
 

Risk Level Cautious Balanced Progressive Adventurous Specialist

Asset Allocation % % % % %

UK Equities 15.00% 30.00% 33.00% 36.00% 38.00%

International Equities 5.00% 16.00% 26.00% 34.00% 44.00%

Specialist Equities 0.00% 0.00% 4.00% 8.00% 16.00%

Property 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 0.00%

Fixed Interest 68.00% 42.00% 25.00% 10.00% 0.00%

Cash 2.00% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00%

100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

Specialist Equities = Emerging Markets & Specialist
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Cautious Growth Portfolio 
 
The Cautious Growth Portfolio underperformed its composite benchmark this quarter but produced 
a positive return and performed in line with its most comparable IA sector average.  The main 
contributors to performance, both positive and negative, are highlighted within the sections below. 
 
Multi-Asset, Absolute Return 
 
An allocation to absolute return was marginally negative this quarter, given the generally positive 
returns from equities and fixed income. 
 
The Invesco Perpetual fund produced a decent return, in line with the main fixed income markets, 
and was very marginally ahead of its IA sector average. 
 
By contrast, the Jupiter fund produced a small negative return and underperformed the same sector 
average.  The fund is positioned with no market exposure and has a slightly negative beta, both 
detrimental in rising equity markets.  In addition, the fund suffered from being ‘short’ in some of the 
high growth US equities that continued to perform strongly but which the manager believes are 
overvalued.  The fund also suffered from a couple of ‘long’ positions in oil stocks due to the fall in 
the oil price. 
 
Fixed Income 
 
UK gilts were the main underperformer this quarter, so only having a small exposure was a positive.  
High yield was the main outperformer, so the small exposure here was a negative.  The 
outperformance of high yield helped the average strategic bond fund to outperform the average 
investment grade bond fund, albeit not significantly. 
 
Fund performance within our investment grade bond selections was good, as both outperformed 
their IA sector average.  Our strategic bond fund selection was also positive, as both funds 
outperformed their IA sector average. 
 

Risk Level Cautious Balanced Progressive Adventurous Specialist

Asset Allocation % % % % %

UK Equities 10.00% 30.00% 33.00% 36.00% 38.00%

International Equities 5.00% 16.00% 26.00% 34.00% 48.00%

Specialist Equities 0.00% 0.00% 4.00% 8.00% 12.00%

Property 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 0.00%

Fixed Interest 58.00% 42.00% 25.00% 10.00% 0.00%

Others 15.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Cash 2.00% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00% 2.00%
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The main negatives were in our global bond fund selections.  The M&G Global Macro Bond fund 
produced a larger than expected negative return, meaning it underperformed its sector average by a 
reasonable margin.  The Standard Life also underperformed due to the general underperformance 
from index-linked versus conventional bonds but it did marginally outperform its own benchmark 
index. 
 
UK Equities 
 
Fund selection was negative overall, as the Investec fund added at the last quarterly review 
outperformed the sector average and the main UK equity index but the Jupiter fund 
underperformed the sector and performed in line with the index. 
 
International Equities 
 
Given the outperformance of UK equities this quarter, global equity exposure could have been more 
negative from an absolute perspective.  The average IA global equity fund performed well relative to 
the main global equity index and the Artemis fund performed virtually in line with the sector 
average. 
 
Property 
 
Both the Henderson and Aberdeen property funds very marginally underperformed the IA sector 
average in the composite benchmark, as this was a better quarter for UK and European property 
securities in particular.  The relative performance of UK commercial property and 
global/UK/European property securities and REITs funds will always be a factor in these funds’ and 
the portfolio’s relative performance. 
 
Changes 
 
We are not recommending any changes to the portfolio this quarter. 
 
Balanced Growth Portfolio 
 
The Balanced Growth Portfolio underperformed its composite benchmark this quarter but produced 
a reasonable, positive return and performed in line with its most comparable IA sector average.  The 
main contributors to performance, both positive and negative, are highlighted within the sections 
below. 
 
Fixed Income 
 
UK gilts were the main underperformer this quarter, so only having a small exposure was a positive.  
High yield was the main outperformer, so the lack of direct exposure here was a negative.  The 
outperformance of high yield helped the average strategic bond fund to outperform the average 
investment grade bond fund, albeit not significantly. 
 
Fund performance within our investment grade bond selections was good, as both outperformed 
their IA sector average.  Our strategic bond fund selection was also positive, as the Artemis fund 
outperformed the IA sector average. 
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The main negatives were in our global bond fund selections.  The M&G Global Macro Bond fund 
produced a larger than expected negative return, meaning it underperformed its sector average by a 
reasonable margin.  The Standard Life also underperformed due to the general underperformance 
from index-linked versus conventional bonds but it did marginally outperform its own benchmark 
index. 
 
UK Equities 
 
Fund selection was negative overall, as the Investec fund added at the last quarterly review and the 
Threadneedle funds outperformed the sector average and the main UK equity index, but the Old 
Mutual fund underperformed the sector, although it outperformed with the index, and the Schroder 
fund underperformed both comparators. 
 
International Equities 
 
Given the outperformance of UK equities this quarter, global equity exposure could have been more 
negative from an absolute perspective.  The average IA global equity fund performed well relative to 
the main global equity index and the Baillie Gifford fund performed particularly well, comfortably 
outperforming the sector average and the index.  The Old Mutual fund underperformed both the 
sector and the index whilst producing a very small negative return. 
 
Property 
 
Both the Henderson and Aberdeen property funds very marginally underperformed the IA sector 
average in the composite benchmark, as this was a better quarter for UK and European property 
securities in particular.  The relative performance of UK commercial property and 
global/UK/European property securities and REITs funds will always be a factor in these funds’ and 
the portfolio’s relative performance. 
 
Changes 
 
We are not recommending any changes to the portfolio this quarter. 
 
Progressive Growth Portfolio 
 
The Progressive Growth Portfolio underperformed its composite benchmark this quarter but 
produced a positive return and marginally outperformed its most comparable IA sector average.  The 
main contributors to performance, both positive and negative, are highlighted within the sections 
below. 
 
Fixed Income 
 
UK gilts were the main underperformer this quarter, so having no direct exposure was a positive.  
High yield was the main outperformer, so the lack of direct exposure here was a negative.  The 
outperformance of high yield helped the average strategic bond fund to outperform the average 
investment grade bond fund, albeit not significantly. 
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Fund performance within our investment grade bond selections was good, as both outperformed 
their IA sector average.  Our strategic bond fund selection was also positive, as both funds 
outperformed the IA sector average. 
 
The main negative was our global bond fund selection, as the Templeton fund produced a larger 
than expected negative return and underperformed its sector average by a significant margin.   
Currency positioning was the key reason with overweight positions in the US dollar and Latin 
American currencies plus an underweight to the euro the main contributors.  Interest rate 
positioning and credit selection were relatively neutral. 
 
UK Equities 
 
Fund selection was mixed overall.  The Investec fund added at the last quarterly review 
outperformed the sector average and the main UK equity index but the Old Mutual fund 
underperformed the sector, although it outperformed the index, and the Schroder fund 
underperformed both comparators. 
 
The Franklin fund performed well, outperforming its sector average by a decent margin, and the best 
performer was the Old Mutual UK Mid Cap fund, which benefited from the general outperformance 
of mid-caps but the fund also significantly outperformed its own benchmark index.  Sector allocation 
(underweight energy and mining, overweight software) and stock selection were both positive. 
 
International Equities 
 
Given the outperformance of UK equities this quarter, global equity exposure could have been more 
negative from an absolute perspective.  The average IA global equity fund performed well relative to 
the main global equity index and the Threadneedle fund outperformed the sector average and the 
index.  The Old Mutual fund underperformed both the sector and the index whilst producing a very 
small negative return. 
 
Asian equities outperformed on a global basis, so specific exposure was positive, although the 
BlackRock fund did underperform its peer group and benchmark index. 
 
Emerging Market equities also outperformed, so specific exposure was also positive here.  The 
Lazard fund, however, underperformed its sector and benchmark index by reasonable margins, as its 
‘value’ investment style significantly underperformed ‘growth’ this quarter. 
 
Japan equities also outperformed this quarter so specific exposure was positive on a relative basis 
but ‘value’ as an investment style significantly underperformed, so this was detrimental to the 
Schroder Tokyo fund.  
 
European equities significantly outperformed, so specific exposure was very positive, and the 
BlackRock European Dynamic fund outperformed its peer group and the main European equity index 
by reasonably large margins.  Stock selection was the main performance driver, as sector allocation 
was relatively neutral, mainly in the healthcare and consumer services sectors.  
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Property 
 
Both the Aberdeen and Threadneedle property funds very marginally underperformed the IA sector 
average in the composite benchmark, as this was a better quarter for UK and European property 
securities in particular.  The relative performance of UK commercial property and 
global/UK/European property securities and REITs funds will always be a factor in these funds’ and 
the portfolio’s relative performance. 
 
Changes 
 
We are not recommending any changes to the portfolio this quarter. 
 
Adventurous Growth 
 
The Adventurous Growth Portfolio marginally outperformed its composite benchmark this quarter 
and produced a decent, positive return.  It also outperformed its most comparable IA sector average.  
The main contributors to performance, both positive and negative, are highlighted within the 
sections below. 
 
Fixed Income 
 
UK gilts were the main underperformer this quarter, so having no direct exposure was a positive.  
High yield was the main outperformer, so the lack of direct exposure here was a negative.  The 
outperformance of high yield helped the average strategic bond fund to outperform the average 
investment grade bond fund, albeit not significantly. 
 
Fund selection was good, as both outperformed their IA sector average.   
 
UK Equities 
 
Fund selection was mixed overall.  The AXA and Old Mutual funds underperformed the sector, 
although they outperformed the main UK equity index, and the Schroder fund underperformed both 
comparators. 
 
The Franklin fund performed well, outperforming its sector average by a decent margin, and the best 
performer was the Old Mutual UK Mid Cap fund, which benefited from the general outperformance 
of mid-caps but the fund also significantly outperformed its own benchmark index.  Sector allocation 
(underweight energy and mining, overweight software) and stock selection were both positive. 
 
International Equities 
 
Given the outperformance of UK equities this quarter, global equity exposure could have been more 
negative from an absolute perspective.  
 
US equities underperformed on a global basis, so having relatively small exposure here was a 
positive.  In addition, the Artemis US Select fund added at the last quarterly review outperformed 
the sector average and the main US equity index by reasonably large margins.  Stock selection across 
different sectors was the main driver of the outperformance, as sector allocation was neutral. 
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Asian equities outperformed on a global basis, so specific exposure would have been more positive 
but the BlackRock fund underperformed its peer group and benchmark index and the Stewart 
Investors fund underperformed both comparators by reasonably large margins whilst producing a 
negative return.  Sector allocation was positive but country allocation (overweight India, 
underweight China and South Korea) was negative, as was stock selection within countries (Taiwan, 
Hong Kong and India) and sectors (information technology). 
 
Emerging market equities also outperformed, so specific exposure was also positive here.  Also, the 
JPM fund outperformed its sector and benchmark index by reasonably large margins. 
 
Japan equities also outperformed this quarter, so specific exposure was positive on a relative basis, 
but ‘value’ as an investment style significantly underperformed, so this was detrimental to both the 
Schroder Tokyo and Man GLG funds.  
 
European equities significantly outperformed, so specific exposure was very positive.  Fund 
performance was little mixed, as the Jupiter fund underperformed but the Schroder fund added at 
the last quarterly review outperformed by a slightly larger margin. 
 
Property 
 
The F&C fund very marginally outperformed and the Threadneedle fund very marginally 
underperformed the IA sector average in the composite benchmark, as this was a better quarter for 
UK and European property securities in particular.  The relative performance of UK commercial 
property and global/UK/European property securities and REITs funds will always be a factor in 
these funds’ and the portfolio’s relative performance. 
 
Changes 
 
We are not recommending any changes to the portfolio this quarter. 
 
Specialist Growth Portfolio 
 
The Specialist Growth Portfolio outperformed its composite benchmark this quarter and produced a 
good, positive return.  It also outperformed its most comparable IA sector average.  The main 
contributors to performance, both positive and negative, are highlighted within the sections below. 
 
UK Equities 
 
Fund selection was generally positive overall.  The AXA and JOHCM UK Opportunities funds 
underperformed the sector, although the former outperformed the main UK equity index, and the 
Schroder fund underperformed both comparators. 
 
The Legal & General and JOHCM UK Dynamic funds both outperformed their sector average and 
there was very strong performance from the Old Mutual UK Mid Cap fund, which benefited from the 
general outperformance of mid-caps but the fund also significantly outperformed its own 
benchmark index. Sector allocation (underweight energy and mining, overweight software) and 
stock selection were both positive. 
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Specific smaller companies exposure was very positive, even more so due to significant 
outperformance of its sector average and small cap benchmark index from the Franklin fund.  Both 
sector selection and stock selection contributed positively to absolute and relative returns.  The 
largest contributors at sector level were the zero weightings to the Oil & Gas and Mining sectors and 
overweight positioning in Financials (Non-life Insurance).  Stock selection was particularly strong in 
the Industrials and Financials sectors. 
 
International Equities 
 
Given the outperformance of UK equities this quarter, global equity exposure could have been more 
negative from an absolute perspective.  
 
US equities underperformed on a global basis, so having relatively small exposure here was a 
positive.  In addition, the Artemis US Select fund added at the last quarterly review outperformed 
the sector average and the main US equity index by reasonably large margins.  Stock selection across 
different sectors was the main driver of the outperformance, as sector allocation was neutral. 
 
Asian equities outperformed on a global basis, so the level of specific exposure was positive.  The 
BlackRock fund underperformed its peer group and benchmark index but this was more than offset 
by significant outperformance from the Baillie Gifford fund.  This benefited from strong performance 
from many of the current top ten holdings, including Alibaba, Tencent, JD.com and Geely, which 
themselves helped to drive outperformance from the Chinese market and from the IT and consumer 
sectors.   
 
Emerging Market equities also outperformed, so specific exposure was also positive here.  Also, the 
JPM fund outperformed its sector and benchmark index by reasonably large margins.  Specific 
smaller companies exposure would have been more negative, as smaller companies 
underperformed, but the Templeton fund comfortably outperformed its own small cap index. 
 
Japan equities also outperformed this quarter, so specific exposure was positive on a relative basis 
but ‘value’ as an investment style significantly underperformed, so this was detrimental to both the 
Schroder Tokyo and Man GLG funds.  
 
European equities significantly outperformed, so the level of specific exposure was very positive.  
Fund performance was a little mixed, as the Jupiter fund underperformed but the Schroder fund 
added at the last quarterly review outperformed by a slightly larger margin. 
 
Changes 
 
One change that was missed last quarter was the replacement of the JOHCM UK Opportunities fund.  
It has been announced that John Wood, lead fund manager, will be retiring later this year.  Whilst 
this remains a rated fund, we feel there are stronger options available.  It is recommended switching 
into the Investec UK Alpha fund, a core holding with no distinct growth or value style bias. 
 
No additional changes are recommended. 
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Income Portfolios 
 
Performance of the Income portfolios during the quarter was a little disappointing, as they all 
underperformed their composite benchmark, although the levels of underperformance were 
relatively small.  The highest risk portfolio produced the highest absolute return. 
 
The table below shows the current asset allocations of the Income model portfolios, as at the end of 
June 2017: 
 

 
 

Cautious Income Portfolio 
 
The Cautious Income Portfolio marginally underperformed its composite benchmark this quarter but 
produced a positive return and outperformed its most comparable IA sector average.  The main 
positive and negative contributors are highlighted within the sections below. 
 
Fixed Income 
 
UK gilts were the main underperformer this quarter, so the lack of direct exposure was a positive.  
High yield was the main outperformer, so the small direct exposure here was a negative.  The 
outperformance of high yield helped the average strategic bond fund to outperform the average 
investment grade bond fund, albeit not significantly. 
 
Fund performance within our investment grade bond selections was good, as all three outperformed 
their IA sector average.  Our strategic bond fund selection was also positive, as all four funds 
outperformed their IA sector average. 
 
The main negatives were in our global bond fund selections.  The Templeton fund produced a larger 
than expected negative return and underperformed its sector average by a significant margin.  
Currency positioning was the key reason with overweight positions in the US dollar and Latin 
American currencies plus an underweight to the euro the main contributors.  Interest rate 
positioning and credit selection were relatively neutral.  The Standard Life also underperformed due 
to the general underperformance from index-linked versus conventional bonds but it did marginally 
outperform its own benchmark index.   

Risk Level Cautious Income Balanced Income Progressive Income

Asset Allocation

UK Equities 13.00% 26.00% 30.00%

International Equities 7.00% 18.00% 29.00%

Specialist Equities 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Property 10.00% 10.00% 10.00%

Fixed Interest 68.00% 44.00% 29.00%

Others 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Cash 2.00% 2.00% 2.00%
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UK Equities 
 
Fund selection was positive, as both funds outperformed the IA sector average and the main UK 
equity index with the Threadneedle fund producing the greater outperformance. 
 
International Equities 
 
Given the outperformance of UK equities this quarter, global equity exposure was negative from an 
absolute perspective.  This was exacerbated by reasonably large underperformance from the 
Artemis fund versus its sector average.  The fund suffered from negative sector allocation but mainly 
from negative stock selection with holdings in the basic materials, oil & gas and US bank sectors the 
main detractors. 
 
Property 
 
Both the Henderson and Aberdeen property funds very marginally underperformed the IA sector 
average in the composite benchmark, as this was a better quarter for UK and European property 
securities in particular.  The relative performance of UK commercial property and 
global/UK/European property securities and REITs funds will always be a factor in these funds’ and 
the portfolio’s relative performance. 
 
Changes 
 
We are not recommending any changes to the portfolio this quarter. 
 
Balanced Income Portfolio 
 
The Balanced Income Portfolio marginally underperformed its composite benchmark this quarter but 
produced a positive return.  It also marginally underperformed its most comparable IA sector 
average.  The main positive and negative contributors are highlighted within the sections below. 
 
Fixed Income 
 
UK gilts were the main underperformer this quarter, so the lack of direct exposure was a positive.  
High yield was the main outperformer, so the small direct exposure here was a negative.  The 
outperformance of high yield helped the average strategic bond fund to outperform the average 
investment grade bond fund, albeit not significantly. 
 
Fund performance within our investment grade bond selections was good, as both funds 
outperformed their IA sector average.  Our strategic bond fund selection was also positive, as both 
outperformed their IA sector average. 
 
The main negatives were in our global bond fund selections.  The Templeton fund produced a larger 
than expected negative return and underperformed its sector average by a significant margin.  
Currency positioning was the key reason with overweight positions in the US dollar and Latin 
American currencies plus an underweight to the euro the main contributors.  Interest rate 
positioning and credit selection were relatively neutral.  The Standard Life also underperformed due 
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to the general underperformance from index-linked versus conventional bonds but it did marginally 
outperform its own benchmark index. 
 
UK Equities 
 
Fund selection was positive, as all four funds outperformed their IA sector average (the Invesco 
Perpetual fund is in the UK All Companies sector) and the main UK equity index with the 
Threadneedle fund producing the greatest level of outperformance. 
 
International Equities 
 
Given the outperformance of UK equities this quarter, global equity exposure was negative from an 
absolute perspective.  This was exacerbated by reasonably large underperformance from the 
Artemis fund versus its sector average and underperformance from the Schroder fund, which 
produced a small negative return.  The Artemis fund suffered from negative sector allocation but 
mainly from negative stock selection with holdings in the basic materials, oil & gas and US bank 
sectors the main detractors. 
 
Property 
 
Both the Henderson and Aberdeen property funds very marginally underperformed the IA sector 
average in the composite benchmark, as this was a better quarter for UK and European property 
securities in particular.  The relative performance of UK commercial property and 
global/UK/European property securities and REITs funds will always be a factor in these funds’ and 
the portfolio’s relative performance. 
 
Changes 
 
NB: Since the last quarterly review we have been advised by Grayside that the Saracen Global Income 
& Growth fund was not able to be used within this portfolio and they wish to change this fund 
recommendation.  We recommend using the Fidelity Global Enhanced Income fund as the 
replacement. 
 
We are not recommending any other portfolio changes this quarter. 
 
Progressive Income Portfolio 
 
The Progressive Income Portfolio underperformed its composite benchmark this quarter but 
produced a positive return.  It also underperformed its most comparable IA sector average.  The 
main positive and negative contributors are highlighted within the sections below. 
 
Fixed Income 
 
UK gilts were the main underperformer this quarter, so the lack of direct exposure was a positive.  
High yield was the main outperformer, so the small direct exposure here was a negative.  The 
outperformance of high yield helped the average strategic bond fund to outperform the average 
investment grade bond fund, albeit not significantly. 
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Fund performance within our investment grade bond selections was good, as both funds 
outperformed their IA sector average.  Our strategic bond fund selection was also positive, as the 
Henderson fund outperformed its IA sector average. 
 
The main negative was our global bond fund selection, as the Templeton fund produced a larger 
than expected negative return and underperformed its sector average by a significant margin. 
Currency positioning was the key reason with overweight positions in the US dollar and Latin 
American currencies plus an underweight to the euro the main contributors.  Interest rate 
positioning and credit selection were relatively neutral. 
 
UK Equities 
 
Fund selection was positive, as four of the five funds outperformed their IA sector average (the 
Invesco Perpetual fund is in the UK All Companies sector) and the main UK equity index with the 
Marlborough fund producing the greatest level of outperformance. 
 
International Equities 
 
Given the outperformance of UK equities this quarter, global equity exposure was negative from an 
absolute perspective.  This was exacerbated by a reasonably large underperformance from the 
Artemis fund versus its sector average and underperformance from the other three funds.  The 
Artemis fund suffered from negative sector allocation but mainly from negative stock selection with 
holdings in the basic materials, oil & gas and US bank sectors the main detractors. 
 
Property 
 
Both the Aberdeen and Threadneedle property funds very marginally underperformed the IA sector 
average in the composite benchmark, as this was a better quarter for UK and European property 
securities in particular.  The relative performance of UK commercial property and 
global/UK/European property securities and REITs funds will always be a factor in these funds’ and 
the portfolio’s relative performance. 
 
Changes 
 
NB: Since the last quarterly review we have been advised by Grayside that the Saracen Global Income 
& Growth fund can no longer be included within the portfolio and they wish to change this fund 
recommendation.  We recommend using the Fidelity Global Enhanced Income fund as the 
replacement. 
 
We are not recommending any other portfolio changes this quarter. 
 
 

SRI Portfolios 
 
Below are comments relating to fund performance this quarter where all three SRI portfolios 
outperformed their respective composite benchmarks quite comfortably. 
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The table below shows the current asset allocations of the SRI model portfolios, as at the end of 
June 2017: 
 

 
 
Fixed Income 
 
UK gilts were the main underperformer this quarter, so the lack of direct exposure was a positive, 
and high yield was the main outperformer.  The outperformance of high yield helped the average 
strategic bond fund to outperform the average investment grade bond fund, albeit not significantly. 
 
All our fixed income funds outperformed the relevant index within the composite benchmarks, very 
comfortably in the case of the Rathbone fund, with the focus on credit over government bonds 
being very beneficial.  The Royal London fund marginally underperformed its IA sector average and 
the Kames fund underperformed its sector but the other two funds outperformed. 
 
UK Equities 
 
The average UK All Companies fund outperformed the UK equity index within the composite 
benchmark by a decent margin, which was a tailwind for performance, and all our fund selections 
outperformed the index within the composite benchmark. 
 
The Kames fund was the only one in this part of the portfolio to underperform its IA sector average, 
although this was not by a significant margin.  There was particularly strong performance from the 
Liontrust SF UK Growth fund and the Standard Life UK Ethical funds, which are in the Balanced and 
Progressive portfolios.  The former benefited from good stock selection plus the natural lack of 
exposure to the underperforming Mining and Oil & Gas sectors.  The latter particularly benefited 
from its overweight to the housebuilder sector, underweights to the Mining and Oil & Gas sectors 
and from strong stock specific performance from the likes of Boohoo.com and Fevertree. 
 
International Equities 
 
Given the outperformance of UK equities this quarter, global equity exposure was negative from an 
absolute perspective. 
 
The average IA Global fund outperformed the global equity index within the composite benchmark 
by a decent margin, which was a tailwind for performance, and all our fund selections outperformed 
the index within the composite benchmark and the IA sector average. 
 

Risk Level SRI Cautious SRI Balanced SRI Progressive

Asset Allocation % % %

UK Equities 16.50% 38.00% 28.00%

International Equities 7.00% 11.00% 38.00%

Specialist Equities 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Fixed Interest 74.50% 49.00% 32.00%

Cash 2.00% 2.00% 2.00%
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There was particularly strong performance from the WHEB fund, which is in the Balanced and 
Progressive portfolios.  All of the fund’s investment themes contributed positively to performance, 
which is unusual, with ‘resource efficiency’ being the strongest performer.  The fund’s overall 
thematic approach was also positive with the lack of exposure to stocks that do not meet their 
sustainability themes a beneficial factor. 
 
Changes 
 
We are recommending some changes to the portfolios this quarter.  We currently have a more 
positive view on non-UK equities versus UK equities and we would like to make sure this is 
represented within the portfolios versus the composite benchmarks (the Cautious and Progressive 
portfolios are already overweight to differing degrees). 
 
For the Cautious portfolio we are recommending a 2% move from UK equities into international 
equities to increase the relative underweight and overweight positions.  We are also taking this 
opportunity to introduce another global equity fund into the portfolio, Old Mutual Ethical, which 
has recently been RSMR-rated and is a relatively mainstream SRI/ethical fund.  The weighting to the 
existing Amity International fund will be reduced slightly to accommodate the new fund and the two 
largest UK equity holdings will each be reduced by 1%. 
 
For the Balanced portfolio we are recommending a 5% move from UK equities into international 
equities to establish relative underweight and overweight positions.  As per the Cautious portfolio, 
we are recommending adding the recently RSMR-rated Old Mutual Ethical fund to the portfolio.  
The weightings to the existing Amity fund will be reduced slightly to accommodate the new fund and 
each of the existing UK equity funds will be reduced by 1%. 
 
For the Progressive portfolio we are not recommending changing the current portfolio asset 
allocations but are recommending introducing the Old Mutual Ethical fund, as per the other 
portfolios.  The weightings to three of the existing funds will be reduced to accommodate the new 
fund. 
 

Summary 
 
This year markets have benefited from a synchronised global recovery at a time that monetary policy 
remains accommodative. This ‘goldilocks scenario’ of growth neither too hot nor cold provided 
investors with what can be described as the ‘Best of Both.’  It is likely that the Trump administration 
will enact something in the way of tax cuts and infrastructure spending in the coming year thereby 
extending the US economic cycle and prolonging the global economic recovery.  This current sweet 
spot for equity markets may persist for a while yet, although the market’s reaction to central bank 
talk of tighter monetary conditions in the last week of the quarter is a foretaste of what is to come, 
with the likelihood of increased volatility after a period of unusual calm in markets.  Tighter 
monetary policy may lead to some level of multiple contraction resulting in markets lagging earnings 
growth. 
 
Our favoured asset class remains equities, with more of a preference for non-UK equities versus UK 
equities – although below trend, global growth is still on a positive trajectory.  Within equity markets 
both Europe and Asia have scope to continue to play catch-up and are at last seeing earnings 
upgrades.  We have become more negative on UK equities in general, as UK inflation has been rising, 
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consumer spending has been weakening, Brexit negotiations have just started and equities could be 
affected by rising bond yields.  Small caps are our least favoured area of the UK due to the lower 
liquidity and their more domestic focus.  Previously we have held a preference for a value 
investment style over quality growth, but in this quarter we have repositioned to a more balanced 
view, as we are less convinced that value will outperform growth.  Should there be more signs of 
improving economic growth, more consistent inflation increases, higher interest rates and higher 
bond yields, then there may be periods when value strongly outperforms. 
 
Credit continues to offer the best risk/return in fixed interest with well managed strategic funds, 
where managers have proven macro skills, a worthy part of an investor’s portfolio.  UK government 
bonds (gilts) is our least preferred underlying sub-asset class, although we are negative on Sovereign 
debt as a whole.  Absolute return, whilst having a place in portfolios, is dependent on manager skill 
so easy gains are not possible.  At this stage of the cycle an appreciation of risk and strong manager 
selection is important. 
 
A watchful eye is still required on the US dollar – although the dollar has been weaker over the 
quarter, a strengthening dollar coupled with any negative trade policy (from the Trump 
administration) will have an impact to the downside.  Japan is still a preferred region with economic 
growth stronger than expected and attractive valuations (relative to their history) on both a Price to 
Book basis and versus comparable markets.   
 
In markets where there is little margin of safety due to full valuations, risk is something investors 
also need to consider, as when an economic downturn does occur high levels of leverage are likely 
to impact negatively and operational gearing for some companies will have risen.  This suggest 
investors should hold diversified portfolios rather than trying to win big by a few strong calls.  Going 
back to basics, whilst fundamentals are improving, valuation is not on investors’ side and investor 
sentiment is mixed.  There also remains the possibility of policy mistakes by central banks and whilst 
it is accepted that the sensitivity of the global economy to a rise in interest rates has increased, it is 
impossible to measure the extent of this. 
 
Stewart Smith 
Investment Research Manager 
RSMR 
July 2017 
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